From a preliminary study of two.secondary schooli,, the author 'of this_ report hypothesizes that four essential types of networks determine the character of the educational'pro6ess. The most important otof these is the individual teacher's personal field,,the egocentri9 network of relationships growing out of the teacher's own personal 4nterests. The,second field, equally egocentric, consists of the relations between a teacher and his or her students. The third, also egocentric, consists of those relations. the teacher builds with other staff s to protect his or her teaching style or enrich his or her per al life. The fourtknetwork comprises'all the aspects of the ettirestalf's various field networks that interrelate Within the context of the school. The author suggeststhat the , school's true curriculum develops in th'e egocentric fields where the individual teacher has greatest autonomy, and that effective control of the fourth network is severely limited by the'sheir complexity of the interrelationships among the various fields. This concept accounts for the notion of "loose coupling" and suggests further that f school effectiveness,depencis on-how students fit into the fields individual teachers develop.
What is the network-of interactions among the staff of secondary schools and how dyes that network affect the .curriculum?
'ie, e methods r were used to answer these questions in two large comprehensive secondary schools in a metropolitan area. The author divided the;term "network" into two parts, the first a field, denoting the ego-centered set of relations around an individual or group; the second, a network, or the sum of'all the interactions of a certain kind in a certain place. Ibe,c neluding model, drawn from the description,'contains three parts. The first part is a teacher's individual and ego-centered field from which he or she constructs'an approach to students and' teaching,;.-the second is a set of relationships between the teacher and some particular students who respond to and justify th4t teaeher's' approach; and the'third is the network or sum of all these fragmented approaches to ,teaching and students. The curriculum of either school is composed of the sum of all these disparate fields of individual teachers.
The discussioh examines the implications of such a fragmented and personalized curriculum. Purpose and Conceptual Frallework.
The purpdse of this study was to describe and explain network of C---- (Barnes, /977 ).
The concept is useful for the social scientist' trying to -formulate an abstract idea of who interacts with whom'in a particular place. and former may be best expressed by retaining the.term network, the latter expressed as a "field."
A network is defined as,the totality of all units connected, by a certain type of relationship. A network has definite boundaries and is not egocentric. subsumes all the..'' activity fields of thetconstituent u its; or to turn this around,', the activity field of each unit encompasses some ' ,1/4. portion of the total network.4:..,:I would like to reserve the term field to indicate an egocentric system, A field , hay be delineated by economic, political or other& type of relationships....Thus an activity f1101.d-of.any. given individual ox group consists of all the units with. which that individual or group, maintains a certain type of relationship. (Jay, 1964, pp. 137-139) While both meanings are concerned with structure and interactions, _---- field specifies, an egocentric entity, with a particular group or . / .., individual looking out from the center', while network denotes the sum of the fields within a certain%place or typt of relationship.
. For this studyiit is a particularly useful distinction because the method was such that the project began with exploring individual patterns of interaction,but the final emphasis,was on the totem, network in each school.
A second important distinction concerns the importance of a "type of relationship" refetred to abque. Jay uses the term network " with additional categorical concepts indicating type of relation \n8 sob settings, that is, social, economic, political; hence lodging the action in specific places and filling out the description and analysis..,
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Butt what many social scientists have in mind when they use the term network is the structure, per sp, with its characteristics serving t as the independent variables affecting behavior. As"such, 1-le'action. is not situated or predicated on additiOnal conceptual framewqrki tics-one denies that people are bound by types of meaningful.relaTipon- tying' mathematical definitions an5l postulates to structural constructs, while giving precision and poter to the the6r1 tend to oversimp9.fy `it.
For reasons of mathematical cdhvenience, one has to Make simply assumptions which so . restrict the theOry that it may seem unrealiqtic compared . ' to the complexity of observed human behavior. (French,.1956, p. 181) For that reason, while using relations and structures as explanatory ' by the oft-quoted Baines (1972).
There is no such thing as a.theory of soCial,networks; perhaps there never will be. The basic idea behind both the metaphorical and the analytti& uses of social networks --that the configuration of cross-cutting interpersonal bonds is in,,some unspecified way causally connected with' the actions of these persons and with the social institutions of their society=-remains a basic idea and nothing more. It constitutes what Homans,calls an "orienting 5tatement" rather than a theory .with propositions. that can be tested. (p. 2)
In keeping with the view represented by Bafnes, we used the conceptof network iti presenting the s't cture as more than groups, and .about their business, the staffs of secondary schools carry on schoolrelated and nonschool-related interactions with one--another in the IP lounge, halls, faculty offices, and elsewhere in the schools. This constant exchange is purposive to the running ofthe school and teachers' professional lives, and much of the business of the institution can be said to pass through it. As an entity, it warrants serious study.
The Method extends ;rom this line of thought. The task was to describe the in 'ns that went on in all the schools. The method had to allow a fluidity to follow the school4' e vents. What was required was (1)-access to all parts of the school(s),,(2) a personal familiar-, ity with the staff or at least a large number of the staff, and (3) an acquaintance with. theissues disc ussed. Hence the method was a combine:-.
ty.on of,participant observation and.interview that provided the access;
. . This constant exchange is purposive to the running ofthe school and teachers' professional lives, and much of the business of the institution can be said to pass through it. As an entity, it warrants serious study, The Method extends from this line of thought. The task was to describe the in ns that went on in all the schools. The method had to allow a fluidity to follow the schoolg' events. What was required was (1)-accegs to all parts of the schoOi(s),,(2) a personal familiarity with the staff or at least a large number of the staff, and (3) an acquaintance with the issues discussed. Hence the method was a combine:-.
ty.on of,participant observation and interview that provided the access; 0 the pQtential for familiarit §,and the time to develop 'the acquaintance with the issues. We admit of course that any notion of describing all the interactions or the total network of the school eir field of any single perspn was futile. But a participant observer, by virtue of his presence in the situation is able to make judgments about the relevance of any eveneand thus discriminate the important from the trivial.
In many.ways, the best information is likely to be obtained through direct observation. The observer, over a period of time is able to make his own assessment of the interaction of an J.ndividUal with others arourd him to record its characteristics. (Mitchell, 1969) The Schools , One school, in a large community on the northern fringe of a met-, ropolitan area, was-distinct:Ively suburban in character and served 15(10 white students.
The second, in the central part of a smaller industrial region, served 2,200 students, half of whom were white students, tht other half were black. Both were high schools de(igned to give a diversified curriculum to a pluralistic constituencY. The "staff of 68 teachers' in ane school and 101 teachers in the other were r.
divided-into academic specialties. In the first school, in addition to five periods of instructing, each.teacher was to'do supervisory duty inthe corridor, lavatory, cafeteria, .or study hail for one period and had one preparation period and one lunch period. n the second school, the day was only five periods long and began at 7:30. At 12:50 the students Went home, there being no lunch, activity, or cafeteria periods. This five period day had been adopted in the sixties by many urban schools as aresponse to racial4violence.
Trouble had occurred where the students were allowed to come together e outside the class (e.g., cafeteria; study hall's, activities), so those times were simply eliminated from the.daY. At 1:00 p.m. 'the only students left were the varsity athletes; a few seeking!ektra help, or a few 'waiting in the lobby for friends.
Both schools were organized by department. The department was an administrative unit for scheduling and.fort allocating supplies and materials, but the chairperson had no ,supervisory authority relative to teachers, nor any more than a ,teacher relative to students. For that reason, while one enjoyed the benefits and the modest prestige, it was a limited positiolt held only at the pleasure of the principal... The amount of administrative and supervisory time spene in attend--ing to the needs of individual, students helps emphasize an important point about both schools.
To the degree that either of these schools had an.educational philosophy, its main tenet was that:the school was designed to be responsible to individual stdents. In fact, the teachers who could "get along with kids" and thus not burden the office with ad4tional problems, but also that teachers were more or less left to the-.r own -resources a tp how to conduct 'themselves in the classroom. It is this latter point from which we wish to begin our descziiptton of teachers and their networks. 
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The accommodations were quite different for each teacher. Each could find a way to teach that fit his or her.own style, background,'
opinions, fteaileCtions, .inclinations or such, and justify it in terms of being "goodfor.kids." Some stressed writing, some personal relations, and some deportment..
to students in a 'teenage jargon, some upheld formal standards of speech.
Some assigned homework, some did not; some spoke Some put normative compliance into their jobs and made them the centers of their lives, others gave considerably .less and put their-involvement into their families, second jobs or avocations. There was no standard way:-to behave relative to the curAculum or the students. He referred to his class as "relevant" and interesting"
and .was proud of having' the "most popula4 elective class in this schools' 'According to him, the course "was what the kids related'to and needed," and "in the music was an important message for that bi- 4hency collegial inflUence, the lack of scrutiny, the necessity of a ..
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getting along with kids,and an open elective system where'teachers had to appeal to students, encouraged a situation wherein a teacher was!expected to create an individualized approach with willich the teacher and his or her students were comfortable, What most influenced the, The content 9f his class was only tangentially speech or foren-) siqs; rather, it wad an eldcidation of the stucients' lives, or as he put it, "where the kids are at." That was his major goal: to get them to artigi4ate their lives, p&rticularly t he seamier side, and ./ empathize with one another, particularly across the racial barrier.
In his opinion, that was the way to teach school to "these kids."
From this gentleman and others. TAtho took an equally unique appr oachto curriculum, I tried to get ap answer to the,questiort, "Why do ytu stress this rather than any number of other things?" His'Apswer was 4. stated in terms of belief that "this is important," "this is where ..:!.:-thei're.at," "this is what they need," "this is what they relate to," "this is good for kids," "I'm getting.them ready for life." Another teacher had spent some considerable time and energy organizing a set of activities to raise money for a girl stricken with a kidney disease. Stressing the uniqueness of each teacher's approach may appear to be overemphasized here, but in fact is not, as will be seen. Both schools had 'an established curriculum, and both haa'a set of procedures for altering that curriculum. One school had an assistant principal for
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.curriculum. If a teacher wanted to initiate a new course, then he or she went to the assistant princigtl. with the idea, further developed the course with that principal's cooperation, and depended on the principal to work that course into-the curriculum. In the seqpnd school ' there was "a building department structure, a system-wide department structure, and a curriculum committee run by the director o 1 secondary education.
A new offering, a-ednge in texts, or the removal of a course went through a process that might take some months and received careful scrutiny, particularly from.the system-wide curriculum committee. Also,.the schools were allocated a certain number of teachers based on the number o tudents.
It was then the principal's task (in one school) or the assistant principal's' (in the second) to schedule the curriculum with what Staff was availabLa..)'
These procedures were fairly orderly, and from our observation, were weli followed in both places. together to formulat7 a uniform approach to teaching, or a standard way. to relate to students, or some opinion as to what was car was not acceptable behavior for either students or teachers.
This is the main reason why the focus pf the study changed.
As original stated, the purpose of the study was "tb describe and explain the human networks that intervene between the Stated and pursued goals'of two secOndary,satioolst and the.:pctiVlties, instrucsit tionallnd otherwise, Chat take place as a result of those stated'and pursued goals." However, the original focus depended upon there actually being sqme goals and some process by which the faculty worked through and attained these goals. Programmaticor curricular activities did not,occur through faculty discussion and consensus. The schools did not _operate that way., The sum of the forces I halle discussed--the schedule;-the lack.of supervision (or better yet, the taking Up.
of sipervisory time with student discipline); the isolation of teachers At one point in'the study I wanted to , say that the tea16chers all liked the students, or at least, they said they did and that thiS liking" served as the-main motivator. But it was not that simple..
..While they spoke of the generalized "kids," they always meant a very select set of individual students for whom they worked and from whom the)f evoked kind of response .they wanted.
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In fact each teacher had two important fields.
Tht, first was that interpersonal and ,egocentric set of forces from which a teacher created his or her approach to teaching and stddents. The second was composed ofa set of students--real students, past orpreSent,. for MO Whom his or her particular approach worked. Some teachers spoke of thel'academically inclined, some spoke of the poorer and/or less able,isome spoke of those who left school and were doing well in college or in the community; some spoke of those who, had become genuine r, friends, or who reminded the teacher f herself or himself at a younger age. Each teacher maintained some "set of students," for whom his or her approach worked, students Who responded effectively to him and who, in effect,,justifded his or her unique approach to the job.
The second "field" justified the first field.
Teacher-to-Teacher,or Teachers with Other Teachers , I
have not yet described What is the subject of most network studies:
the interactions of participants, in this case, teachers with other teachers. While ,the assertion madehere is that it is not the interpersonal networks as much asihe egocentric fields that one .
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has to study in order to'understand the curriculum, many opportunities exist in school for-`teachers to interact. When talking about teacher to teacher interaction, innumerable interactions have to be sifted through to try to winnow out those that seem tq ha;.re something to do with school as an educational organization. I observed and recorded those interactions that-were stable and enduring, assuming that thtir stability and endurance were evidence that they served some purpose.
First is the'departmental'structure. Within the departments 4 people taught in proximity to one another, shared the same office, Within a depairtment teachers did not openly comment on or criticize another's tyle or choice of materials,or challenge another's opinion 'n some pedagogical matter.
While an important,, source coordination and socialization, the departments didnot extend beyond the corridors into the classrooms.
There was a good example of this in the first school. A district- want that individual. But when in that same department the chairperson wanted some cooperation for a departmental inservice, that same biology teacher refused to cooperate and refued to attend the agreed upon ctivity: When die wanted tb.use the department to protect his biology, he used 4t. When,it was inconvenient, he ignored it with impunity.
--When the coaches wanted increased supplies, they went to the department, chairperson and argued as a department; When there was an attempt to get them to participate in a departmental inservice designed to add ,some Skills to their repertoire, they stayed in their men coaches' locker room all morning-. The de'pattment, as an entity, was extremely weak relative to the strength of the individual teacher's' fields.
As we stated, there were stable and purposive interactions all ; over those schools between teachers,andtthese purposive interactions were intended toge3,tend and protett the field of each individual, but, atthe same time, were not allowed to intru4 ufon that field.
Our model is composed first of a backgrbundfield frouf which stems one's approach to the task of instructing students; a second . fOieldig composed of the teacher and some students, for whom that teacher's approach is considered to be "good;" and finally, >a third field or network, composed of the teacher and his colleagues, which one joins in order.to create, extend, or protect the initial field.
Teacher and Colleagues r
There are'two types of networks.
The first is composed of those interactions representing an undisguised attempt by a person to build,a support system for his. I did not find that. What characterized the associations, both those that were purposively designed to extend one's field, orit.40se
that were designed to fill out one's personal life, were each isolated 1 1 to from the others.
One might be a member of two or more groups, but there was'no overall pattern, that,knowing a teacher's membership in some group#,helped to predict membership in other groups. For that reason, T characterized the teacher network as a segmented set°o f discrete, single-purpose entities.
For'the principals of either school, their schools were composed
Of these sets'of relajiOnships, but for them, the relationships were not discrete: The principals, because they administered the schedule, additional assignments, and unallocated resources, controlled just tho.se things that many teachers wanted in order to fill out their fields.
The principals could award a department chairpersonship; There were few opportunities for carving out a favored position in the second school with its straight five -period day and a lack of funds, which denied many of the extra activities, sports, clubs, or /-trips.
In this school, though, teachers talked a great deal about when they attended events together and went beer drinking afterwards, the "old days" in the "old school" When people supported each other, when they ate together and socialized and knew.each other's children.
Strong friendships still existed, some teasers still hunted and fished ---together, and a year-end corn party was held, but because of the severe financial conditions at the school, fewer opportunities existed for 4 interactionin the school.
People there were even more likely, when they finished talking about the "old days," to leave by themselves'
for their distant homes and families, and whatever activities they maintained outside. r
Summary and Implications
In this field study, I attempted to trace the networkg among, the teaching staffs in two comprehensive secondary schools and determine the effects of those networks on the curriculum. These two schools, C., with their comprehensiveness, curriculum, architecture, size, staff selection procedures, and organizational structure, certainly doA embody the major characterkstics of most public secondary schools, although they are -,not archetypal secondary schools. A theoretical CI--model, constructed from the data, dichotomized the term "network" to include (1) an egocentric field, and (2), a network or aggregate of all the staff relationships. The model suggests that the important element in the construction of curriculum is the individual teacher's personal field from whiCtthe or she constructs an approach to students and teaching. A second, equally egocentric field is composed of each teacher and some students who respond or have responded to that teacher's approach, and finally, a set of relations that one ,ay build with othei staff to either protect that personal approach or to enrich one's life.
,This third aspect is also egocentric except for someone like the principal who has to consider the effects of any action on many teachers' personal fields. At that point one may think of a school An terms of a total network. From-a functionalist perspective, one couldsuggest that those staff members behaved that way because of a system that left them unsupervised but in the company of students for alRIOCt--the entire day with the principal requirement being that they "get along with kids." In response they developed these personal approaches -to teaching and the aggregate of these approaches was the basis of the curriculum. In sum, the network structure was composed of highly _diverse, segmented and egocentric fields.
While from this descriptive study of only two schools one has to be careful about implications, it is in order to generate implications that one undertakes a field study., Therefore, there are a fewpoints I would like to-discuss.
The most serious are the questions that this study raises about the position of th& organization relative to the individual,f Given :4) this study, it is hard to understand why so many criticngiSt that 4if our secondary schools are either "monolithic or sterile" (save in a certain drabness of architects e) and why there are continuing efforts to get schools to further release control of students Given the emphasis on satisfying individual student needs, the elective system with its few standard requirements and the numerous wayS that even those few standards could be excepted, the absence of supervision by administratOrs or colleague, the strict attention to student, rights, and the following of quasi-legalistic procedures.
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for solving minor disputes, it seemed to me that both the school administrators and the schools as collectives lon ago gave up any suggestion that it was their role to decide on curricular matters and simply turned the responsibility over to individual'teacters and students,dallowing each to follow his or-er own predilections.
It follows that the strength of the institution is left dependent v on individual teachers offering quality programs to interested students, -the teacher subcontracting his assignments, the students or subcontracting for their education. But there are at least two problems that this raises. The first is that,wbile the autonomy that teachers enjoy may encourage a very high effort from some, any given individual may'retain.his job for,years while doing little and putting his efforts into other endeavors. The se "ond problem is that for those students who are either motivated and mature or who have some firm adult guidance, there is a quality education to be rv.7.,
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had in either school. But there is nothing.td prevent those who lack, the sophistication, maturity, or guidance from slipping through the system_without of the rudiments of an education.
The individual, whether teacher or student, confronts such a system on his or her own.
A second and related issue is the neglect of the school collective as an edujative entity. One might consider Durkheim's view that the school's important functi5n is to prepare the child for social responsibility and that it is done by creating a school atmosphere in which one is expected to restrain his individual passions in favor of the collective good, live up to some fairly clear norms of behavior and achievement and thereby learn the habits of social responsibility.
The important element is not the development of an individual according to his or her needs but the school as a social means to,a social end--the means by which a society guarantees its own survival. The teacher is society's agent) the critical link in cultural transmission.
It is s task to create a social or moral vein.
Through the teacher, society creates man in its image.
That,says Durkheim, is the task, the glory of education. It is not merely a. matter of allowing an .individual to develop in accordance with his nature, disclosing whatever' hidden capacities lie there only waiting tb be revealed.
Education creates a new-being. is the way we behave herd," the question is-less likely to be asked:
In sum, it seems that while in either of these two schools there were some vePy-high quality efforts by teachers, ana hence some excellent,opp9rtunitieS for assertive 'students, this study raises some serious questions about the negledt of the school collective as either a motivating, rewarding, and supporting entity or as' a pedagogicameans to teaching social responsibility. But to attend to 7 those issues one would first have . to confront theArty expresied by the "loosely coupled" metaphor, and be prepared to reject. its ized ?uncontrolled and uninspected," ndividhalized,systeM of secondary schools.
Schools less often control their instructional activities or outputs, despite'periodic shifts toward "account-:ability.," They avoid this kind of control for two reasons. jirst, close supervision-of instructional activity and putputs can uncover inconsistencies and inefficiencies and can create.mae uncertain an mere abstract and unenforced demands for donfo ty o bureaucratic rules. Second, in the-United State.
Iized governmental and professional controls arSchools depend heavily on local funding and su port. Maintaining only nominal central control.ov r instructional outputs and activities also maintains societal consensus about the abstract ritual classifipatiOns by making local variations in the content an effectiveness of instructional practices invisible (Meyer & Rowan, 1978, pr. 80) Meyer and Rowan argue, quite co rectly, that the school "organizations integrate themselves by it orporating wider institutional .
-structures as their .own" (p. 81).
Hence one can see a healthy 9 -.6 tional relationhip between the inner workings of,,,aschool as described The question May not be whether the school will simply "survive" in some generalized sense, but whether by continuing to fragment its process, it can survive in some healthy state as an educative entity. ;0.
